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Five Steps for 
Citizen Scientists

By Dr. Charles R. Berry Jr. 1

In monthly articles about The Year of 
Science, I have focused on the scientist 
and the process of science pertaining to 
fish and wildlife management. 2   The 
purpose of this article is to focus on 
“you,” and to suggest steps you can use 
to tune out propaganda and discover 
bias so that you won’t fool yourself 
or be fooled.  
A line from an old movie goes,  “Be-
ing an American means advanced 
citizenship.”  An advanced citizen 
scientist is informed, thoughtful, and 
open-minded.  Awakening these char-

acteristics in the public is one of the goals of the Year 
of Science celebration. 3 
We depend on science to understand the natural world 
(some people depend on religion to understand why 
we should be good stewards of it4).  Our reaction to 
science news and published opinion depends on 1) our 
background beliefs (or worldviews), 2) how the media 
communicates science to us, and 3) our knowledge of 
the scientific process. 
Philosophers tell us that our world view is shaped by 
four great factors – government, industry, religion,and 
education.5  
T h e  s c i -
ence writer 
may write 
with a bias 
b a s e d  o n 
their world-
view.  Their 
pub l i she r 
may have 
an agenda 
that slants 
the news.  The public receives the information through 
the filters of religion, politics, education, and industry.  
Recognizing the filters helps us be a better citizen sci-
entist.  
Beliefs about values 
There are two types of background beliefs: beliefs about 
values, and beliefs about matters of fact. Science deals 
with facts, not values. We see an example of hunting 
values on TV when pheasant hunters are interviewed at 
the Sioux Falls airport.  A hunter says that he is here to 

enjoy the out-of-doors and the companionship of old 
friends (photo shows late-season pheasant hunting near 
Brookings). The next hunter said, “If it flies, it dies.”  
One viewer might say “amen” to the first statement, and 
label the second as crass.  Another viewer might label 
the first statement as a nice personal virtue, but think 
of the second as “what its all about.”  
Beliefs about facts
Have you heard that Game, Fish and Parks stocked 
cougars to control the deer?  People who like to put 
down the agency may perpetuate this coffee café joke, 
but critical thinkers would dismiss this claim.  In a more 
serious vein, we are swamped with facts about climate 
change.  My example is a letter to the Sioux Falls Argus 
Leader that presented facts against climate change.  The 
writer cited a web site that cited a scientific publication, 
and he often referred to data from a certain “foundation.”  
The citizen scientist could use the five steps below to 
evaluate the writer’s claims.  For example, you would 
check up on the reliability of writer’s sources – the web 
site and the foundation.  You can check on the sources 
by using Internet helpers that may reveal that an institute 
with a high sounding name is really just a post office 
box at a public relations firm.6

Why bring up climate change?  Because there are threats 
to our fish and wildlife resources, so say the authors of 
the free booklet titled Season’s End,7  which was written 
by fish and wildlife experts (you’ll notice a lot of South 
Dakota connections). They help you understand climate 
change 
science, 
and then 
discuss 
c h a l -
l e n g e s 
to fish 
a n d 
wildlife 
p o p u -
lat ions 
and  to 
the bi-
ologists who manage them. For example, the photo 
of South Dakota duck hunters may be more common 
elsewhere in the future according to some climate 
change models.  
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Test Your Science Knowledge 

By Dr. Charles R. Berryi

 Raptors are small rodents.  True or False?  This is a question posed to 
entering students by the faculty in the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Science at South Dakota State University.   The quiz gives the professors 
information about their students’ general knowledge of outdoors facts.

 In my monthly articles on the Year of Science 
(www.yearofscience2009.org)ii, I have defined science as a body of knowledge 
and a process of gaining that knowledge.  The quiz for the entering students is 
about the first part of the definition – the science facts about fish and wildlife. 

Public Understanding of Science  

 The Year of Science was justified by data that showed that the public 
does not know much about science, either the facts or the process.  Part of the 

blame was placed on educators.  A 2008 edition of TIME Magazineiii reviewed some troubling 
facts about science in the USA in an article titled “Are we losing our edge?”  Our past 
unchallenged superiority in science and technology is being challenged.  We’re still on top but 
other countries are catching up.  One fear is that USA industries will move or “grow” new jobs 
in countries where scientists and innovations are located.  Another is that the American public 
won’t be knowledgeable consumers of information and products, or understand the process of 
solving problems.iv  However, a new poll gives the public more credit than the scientists do. 

 The new data says that Americans like science.v  Most people say that science has had a 
positive effect on society and that science has made life easier.  Most Americans (76%) enjoy 
keeping up with news about science.  Young people are poorly informed about current events 
and politics, but this is not the case with science knowledge.  People younger than 30 got higher 
scores on the following knowledge test than did those 65 and older.  

General Science Knowledge Quizvi  

 The science knowledge quiz has two parts, contemporary questions and “textbook” 
questions.  The public got better grades on the contemporary questions (first 7) than the textbook 
questions (last 5).  The true or false contemporary questions were: 

Aspirin is recommended to prevent heart attacks 
GPS relies on satellites 
Undersea earthquakes can cause tsunamis 
Carbon dioxide is a gas linked to rising temperatures 
Water was recently discovered on Mars 
Pluto is no longer called a planet 
Stem cells can develop into many different types of cells 
Continents are/have been shifting 
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  Executive Director’s Update by Chris Hesla

Encourage other 
hunters to join SDWF 

for just $20 a year.

I hope all of your hunting experiences this Fall 
have been safe and very productive. Those of us 
who live here in SD do not realize how well we 
have it with the abundance of game that we have. 
Perhaps that is why we continue to fight so hard 
for equal access to our game, equal access in the 
lottery system for licenses that guarantees us all an 
equal chance at a big game tag that is not based on 
our ability to pay for it. It is also the reason we limit 
the number of out-of-state waterfowl licenses. Do 
you think South Dakota would have the world class 
waterfowl hunting if it wasn’t limited? The 4,000 
plus non-residents who take the time to apply for 
a waterfowl license come here and enjoy the best 
duck and goose hunting in the nation. Annually, I 
hear from many of them and they urge us (SDWF) 
to continue to limit the numbers so when they are 
lucky enough to get one of the licenses they know 
they will experience the best waterfowl hunting in 
the nation.
With the first of the year right around the corner, 
we will be going into our Legislative Session the 
second Tuesday of January 2010. SDWF’s strength 
lies in its membership. Each and every one of you 
who are reading this article needs to care enough to 
become more involved. There are many different 
ways to become involved:

•  The first you have done, you are a member of 
SDWF.
•  Get your hunting partner(s) to join SDWF. A 
bargain at just $20 a year.
•  Become educated on the topics and be willing 
to contact your local Legislator.
•  Attend your local cracker barrels and make sure 
your legislator is accountable to you, their constitu-
ent, on how they voted on the issues.
•  Email me at sdwf@mncomm.com and ask to be 
on the legislative update e-mail. Stay up-to-date on 
hunting and outdoor issues in the legislature and 
monitor other important issues that try to curtail 
our outdoor experiences.
•  Please financially support SDWF and our efforts 
to protect our hunting and fishing heritage here in 
SD for everyone.
SDWF is the leading advocate and voice for the 
average person here in SD. We are trying to protect 
what we have today. We are also working with 
landowners and others to make it better for your 
kids and grandkids and working to insure they have 
a place to hunt and something to hunt.
Working together, we can and do make a differ-
ence!!!

  President’s Column by Rieck Eske

As a member of the South 
Dakota Wildlife Federation, 
if you have any ideas, com-
plaints, comments please 

pass them on to me and I 
will in turn pass onto the 

board.  We would appreci-
ate any input you may have.

I believe that the Federal Government needs to 
raise the capped 32 million CRP acres passed in the 
2008 Farm Bill.  I feel the repercussion will have 
greater risk of soil erosion, water pollution and a 
higher risk of new dust storms.
It takes decades to get native grasses established 
and a lot of farmers and ranchers would like to re 
enroll or extend, but for some reason it can’t be re 
enrolled or extended. 
The CRP has created million of acres of habitat for 
pheasants, quail, deer and other wildlife.  Now a 
lot of that is going away.
I agree with the editorial in the American News 
that South Dakota needs to get their priorities set 
in regards to wind energy.  Now state law says that 

the PUC only has one year to complete permitting 
review and decision making on energy conversion 
faculties.  Shouldn’t they be able to wait until the 
Federal Environment Impact Statements are com-
plete on projects which an EIS is required?
We also need some framework on were people can 
install wind turbines and what happens to them 
when they are no longer in use.
Just a couple of items to ponder.
As a member of the South Dakota Wildlife Federa-
tion, if you have any ideas, complaints, comments 
please pass them on to me and I will in turn pass 
onto the board.  We would appreciate any input 
you may have.
Carry On The Tradition
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It is no secret that 
pheasants do use 
other habitat besides 
CRP, but the pheasant 
decline after the Soil 
Bank era is a historic 
lesson on the impor-
tance of undisturbed 
grassland habitat.

Five Steps for Citizen Scientists . . . … Continued from page 1

Five Steps
The following steps toward better science citizenship 
are adapted from Factcheck.org, a nonpartisan, con-
sumer advocate for voters that aims to reduce the level 
of deception and confusion about TV ads, debates, 
speeches, interviews and news releases. Use one or 
more of these steps to unclog your filters as you read 
a news article about a scientific finding or an opinion 
piece in the newspaper.  
1.  Keep an open mind. Humans tend to accept informa-
tion that supports what they already believe, even if the 
information isn’t very reliable. And humans also tend to 
reject information that conflicts with those beliefs, even 
if the information is solid. Unless we make an active 
effort to listen to all sides and understand our filters, 
we can become trapped into believing something that 
isn’t so, and won’t even know it.
2.  Don’t accept claims at face value.  Being skeptical is 
one of the key processes that scientists use and citizen 
scientists should be skeptical also.  Who is speaking, 
and where are they getting their information? How 
can I validate what they’re saying? Does the evidence 
presented really back up what’s being said? 
3.  Cross-check. Don’t rely on one source or one study. 
For climate change for example, there is often a range 
of predictions and your source may have selected the 
highest or lowest number in the range.  You can be 
more confident when two or three reliable sources 
independently report the same facts or conclusions,. 
4.  Consider the source. Not all sources are equal. Front 
groups are created to manufacture doubt. I suggested 

how to check sources in the climate change example 
above (see footnote 6).
5.  Weigh the evidence. Know the difference between 
random anecdotes and real scientific data from con-
trolled studies. Recognize errors of reasoning, such as 
assuming that one thing causes another simply because 
the two happen one after the other. 
Advanced citizenship
A citizen scientist should realize that science does not 
deal with values; it deals with facts and the process we 
use to discover facts. Practicing the five steps toward 
better citizen science takes effort and practice, but in 
doing so, you will have a better understanding of the 
facts.  A better understanding of the facts will surely 
help you contribute to society as you debate, vote, and 
take action. Disagreements about matters of fact can 
often be resolved simply by looking at the relevant 
data. “Show me the data,” are powerful words.  Dis-
agreements about values are deeper and cannot usually 
be resolved so easily, but you might be challenged to 
modify your worldview.  Now that takes advanced 
citizenship.
Footnotes
1 C. Berry is Adjunct professor in the Dept. Wildlife and Fisheries Science, South Dakota State University, 
and leader of South Dakota’s Year of Science program.
2 You can read these articles in the Out-of-doors archives at www.sdwf.org.
3 www.yearofscience2009.org
4 Campolo, T.  1992. How to rescue the earth without worshiping nature.  Thomas Nelson Publishers, Nashville, TN
5 Berry, C.  In Press.  Public understanding of science in the Year of Science.  South Dakota Academy of Science 
88: in press. (available on the Department’s home page http://wfs.sdstate.edu.).
6 One site is www.sourcewatch.org, which lists organizations and people who are often quoted.  Their Truth-o-
meter has ratings of True, Half-true, False, and Pants-on-fire, referring the child’s taunt “Liar, liar, pants on 
fire.”  The second site is www.factcheckED.org. The “ED” is for education, so this site rates organizations and 
is for educators and students – we are all students aren’t we?.
7 www.seasonsend.org. I’ll bet you belong to one of the sponsoring organizations (e.g., DU, TU, PF, BASS, 
TRCP, Boon and Crockett, Ikes, etc)

What happens after CRP?
What are the anticipated losses in CRP land and how can 
that impact South Dakota’s pheasant population? What 
other factors are expected to impact pheasant numbers? 
Chad Switzer, terrestrial wildlife administrator, with GF&P 
had the following rewsponse;
Quality nesting cover, mild winters and favorable weather 
conditions during the peak hatch, have been the main rea-
sons for South Dakota’s pheasant population surge during 
the past decade. At the cornerstone of pheasant production 
are Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) acres. Without 
a doubt, no other conservation or habitat program has had 
such an impact on many of our wildlife populations on a 
landscape level as that of CRP. South Dakota’s CRP acreage 
leveled off at about 1.6 million acres in 2006, while some 
600,000 acres have expired and were likely converted to 
production agriculture from 2007-2009. 
A portion of these acres have been re-enrolled into continu-
ous CRP practices and the soon to be available James River 
Watershed Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program 
(CREP) will likely be an attractive program for landown-
ers to consider re-enrolling eligible tracts of expired CRP 
acres. 
Overall impact to the pheasant population can not be ac-
curately determined; however the loss of these CRP acres 
in certain locations of the state will most likely result in a 
negative impact to the pheasant population. 
It is no secret that pheasants do use other habitat besides 
CRP, but the pheasant decline after the Soil Bank era is a 
historic lesson on the importance of undisturbed grassland 
habitat. When the Soil Bank acres began to expire, pheasant 
populations dropped from an estimated 10 million birds in 
1963 to just 2.2 million in 1966. 

With another 600,000-plus CRP acres set to expire over the 
next five years, and with the national cap for CRP acres 
reduced from 39.2 to 32.0 million during the latest farm 
bill, the future of CRP and its impact on South Dakota’s 
pheasant populations is unclear, but likely not to remain at 
the high level of recent years. 
In addition to the loss of CRP acres, severe winter weather 
is always in the back of minds for landowners, hunters, and 
wildlife managers. 
During the winter of 1996-97, local pheasant populations 
were able to rebound quickly due to the 1.5 plus million 
acres of CRP on the landscape. A similar winter in the future 
with much less undisturbed nesting cover could take years 
for populations to recover. 
The continuing loss of native grassland to row crop produc-
tion impacts another component of nesting and brood-rear-
ing habitat for pheasants and other upland nesting birds. 
While we have no control over the weather, we can together 
through partnerships continue to promote the development 
and management of pheasant habitat. 
With this being said, the future of South Dakota retaining its 
national pheasant status is not all gloom and doom. South 
Dakota landowners still have a strong interest in CRP and 
its benefits in their land management decisions. 
Numerous government agencies, non-governmental organi-
zations and local groups work with landowners to establish 
and manage habitat. 
The involvement and dedication of landowners has and will 
continue to be driving force in maintaining pheasant habitat 
and the numerous other species that benefit from these
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“SDWF Gear Bag”

“SDWF Flashlight”

Laser engraved stainless steel glass and 
coffee mug, detachable lids, non spill

“Open Plains” Belt Buckle

“Spring Ritual” Belt Buckle

SDWF Gear

#179MB-Pheasant Hunt Mailbox Topper

#586K-Pheasant Keyhook

#702-Pheasant Napkin Holder 
(Copper Vein)

#757-Buck Candlewrap (black)

#458-Pheasant Candle 
Centerpiece

#462-SD Pheasant Candle 
Centerpiece

Candles

Gifts

Ornaments/Fan Pulls

#753-B -  Elk (rust)
#745 - 12” Pheasant Oval 

(black)

#756-B -  Pheasant (rust)

#755-B -  Bear (rust)

#752-B -  Moose (rust)#754-B -  Deer (rust) Laser cut metal

“TATANKA” - 20”x24” Mark Anderson

“MULE DEER” John Wilson

“WHITETAIL” John Wilson

“PARTRIDGE” John Wilson

“BLACK HILLS ROYAL” Mark Anderson

“SOLITUDE” John Wilson

“PRAIRIE CHICKEN” John Wilson

“EVENING FLIGHT” Mark Anderson

“SHARPTAIL” John Wilson“ON THE ROCKS”
2000 by Mark Anderson

“WALLEYES” Mark Anderson “SPRING RITUAL” John Moisan

“OAHE LUNKERS” 
1999 by Mark Anderson

“OPEN PLAINS” John Green

“LOOKING BACK” Mark Anderson

“DEEP SNOW” Mark Anderson

Prints
SPECIAL BONUS: When you purchase (3) prints, receive a 

prairie chicken paperweight FREE.
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2000 by Mark Anderson

“WALLEYES” Mark Anderson “SPRING RITUAL” John Moisan

“OAHE LUNKERS” 
1999 by Mark Anderson

“OPEN PLAINS” John Green

“LOOKING BACK” Mark Anderson

“DEEP SNOW” Mark Anderson

Prints
SPECIAL BONUS: When you purchase (3) prints, receive a 

prairie chicken paperweight FREE.
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South Dakota Wildlife 
Federation Donors

Contributors

At the recent Winter Board Meeting the SDWF Board created the SDWF Wildlife Legacy Council.        
The Council was created to allow recognition of the people who support SDWF above and beyond               

their membership and raffle donations.
Thank you to the following donors for their contributions to the SDWF. Please consider becoming a 

member of the Wildlife Legacy Council. SDWF is a 501(c3) non-profit, all donations are tax deductible.

Stephen Akkerman, MN
Bill Antonides, SD 
Terry Bagus, MN
AE Bailey, MN
Kelly Barton, KY
Robert Bathrick, MN
Loren Becker, MN 
Robert Bealka, WI 
Bob Bell, MN 
Harry Bell, MS
John Blackburn, SD
Bennie Boetel, SD
Earl Bohlen, SD
Michael Bonnet, IA
Pat Bowar, SD
Richard Brick, CA
Allen Brown, SD 
Jeff Brown, MN
Mark Brown, VA
Everett Buckner, AR 
William Buckner II, AR
Jim Burma Sr., SD
Howard Burns, SD 
Kendall Burns, CA
Donald Burton, CO
Daniel Cardinal III, WI
Miles Cannon, IL
John Chickering, MI
ME Christopherson, SC
Mike Clemens, SD
Bob Cloyd, SD
Richard Connors, SD
Glen Cook, SD
Gary Cowles, AL
Dennis Cummings, SD
Norman Dathe, SD
John Davidson, SD
Marlow DePauw, SD
Gail Dieleman, MN
John Dillon, UT
Duane Divich, TX
David Dominiani, NE
Bob Drake, SD
John Dunham, IL
Scott Engebritson, MO
Elk Pass Ranch, CO
Phil Eder, MN 
Ralph Evans, FL 

Howard Falker, MI
Farmers State Bank, SD
Kent Fewell, MS
Jim Fink, MN
Jim Fischer, IA
Forrest Flint, MN
Mark Freese, SD
David Friest, MN
Kevin Fuesrt, SD
Charles Gageby, SD
Chester Garness, MN
Gary Garvey, OH
Brian Gatzke, SD
Mark Gebhart, AK
Dave Gilbert, SD
Dan Goede, SD
Terry Goldade, SD
Robert Goodin Jr., MS
JT Gregory, GA
Ken Greenwood, OK
Larry Gremminger, TX
John Griffin, OK
Werner Gros, CO
David Grove, CO
Myron Hagelstrom, MN
Shawn Hall, WY
Virgil Hansen, SD
Duane Hatch, SD
Dana Harper, OH
Jerry & Mary Hay, WI
Merrill Heim, SD
H A Hetland, MN
Alan Hewitt, SD
Jerry Hickenbottom, MO
Douglas Hicks, ID
Bill Honeycutt, MO
Tommy Howell, MI 
Daniel Huber, SC
Jonathan Hughes, CA
Jimmy Hunneycutt, NC
Michael Huss, IN
Dave Jacobson, SD
Jones Co. Sportsman’s 

Club
Roman Jungers II, WI
Carl Kasischke, MI
John & Kathleen Kelley, SD
Lewellyn Keller, MN

Jefferey Ketter, WI
Bob Kiesecoms, IL 
T Cleve King, MI 
Joshua Klinkhammer, SD 
Arlie Klipstein, WI
Rev. Jack Koch, MN
Gary Koski Sr., WA
John Koutsky, IL
Jim Kretchman, SD
Scott Kuck, SD 
Al Kurtenbach, SD
Richard Larsen, SD
Greg Larson, SD
Robert Larson, MN
Arlo Levinsen, SD 
Steven Lowe, MI
Ken Maloney, MI
David Manning, MN
Mansfield State Bank, SD
Jim Martin, SD
William Matousek, SD
Fay Matsukage, CO
Paul McCarlson, SD
Albert McHugo, CA
Peter McQueary, TX 
David Melby, MN
Mark Miller, SD
O Larry Miller, SD
Gerald Mohs, ND
William Mudd, KY
Kent Mundon, SD
Kirk Murphy, SD
Vern Murra, SD
Wayne Muth, SD
Darwin Nelson, IN
Lawrence Nelson, SD
Gale Nitteberg, SD
David Nordby, CA
Andrew O’Connell, MN
Dan O’Keefe, MN
Robert Ochocki, CA
Kerry Parcel, SD
Norman Parkin, CA
K Lynn Paul, SD
John Paulson, MN
Ron Pesak, SD
Duane Peters, SD
Dan Peterson, SD

Philip Pickart, SD
Scott Picker, WI
Glenn Plumb, SD
Dwight Pogany, SD 
Alan Polenz, OR
Robert Porisch, IA
Robert Ritter, SD
Charlie Rokusek, SD
Wayne Rollins, NC
Darren Romans, MN
John Ross Sr., WI
Terry Sampson, SD
Jeffry Scherschligt, SD
John Schmid, CO
James Schmidt, SD
Steve Scott, SD 
David Seaver, MI
Gary Seeley, KS
Darrel Simon, SD
Orv Smidt, SD
Patrick Smith, MI
Jim Snyder, SD
Mike Spielmann, NE
Winfield Stanforth, CO
Howard Stanley, TX
John Strandell, MN
Gregg Styles, FL
Joe Swenson, SD
Charles Tibbals, FL
Kenneth Tibble, MI
Arden Trandahl, SD
Henry Travers, SD
Orrin Tscetter, SD
Spencer Vaa, SD
Bob VanSickle, SD
Cecil Van Tuyl, KS
Mark Wahlstrom, SD
Robert Weisenburger, MI
Roger Wenzel, SD
Herbert Whetstine, MN
Mark Widman, SD
Mike Williams, SD
Jim Wilson, MI
Bob Wiltsey, MN
Dan Winger, SD
Mark Wismer, SD
Walter Wolf, IL
Kenneth Zoellner, CA

Level I Pheasant- $50-$99

Mel Adams, TN
Edwin Anderson, SD
Rich Andresen, SD
Robert Bealka, WI
Curt Bisgard, SD
Kevin Bjordahl, SD
Steve Block, WA 
Carl Brakebush, WI
Richard Brick, CA
Dick Brown, SD
John Burrows, NV
Norm Buxcell, SD
David Casler, MO
Stuart Cambell, SD
Craig Connell, SD
John Cooper, SD 
Gary Cowles, AL
Mike Cummings, SD 
Jim Dahlberg, SD
Dennis Darrington, SD
Larry Denison, VA
John Dennis, NV
John Donavan, SD 
Brian Dressing, SD
Mark Duda, CO
Dennis Eckert, SD
Kenton Eisenbeisz, SD
Larry Eisenbeisz, MN
Robert Elbe, WI 

Raymon Epp, SD 
Robert Foxworthy, KY 
Fred Garland, SD
Jim Gilbert, CA
Robert Goggins, MN
Dean Fitzler, SD
Mark Finnegan, SD
Forrest Flint, MN
Kurt Forman, SD
John D Foster, SD
Robert Foxworthy, KY 
Carl Hall, KY
Howard Hanson, MN
Mary & Jerry Hay, WI
Hecla Community 

Sportsman Club
Roger Heedum, NE
Jim Hellebusch, MO
H.A. Hetland, MN
Alene Hix, MO
J.B. Hodgdon, KA
Ron Island, SD
F. Lee Jackson, AL
Darrell Johnson, SD
Larry Kieft, MI
James LaMaack, CA
Rick Larken, IA 
Jim Lemonds, SD 
Ron Lindner, SD

Rob Lippincott, TX
Jerome Loucks, AZ 
Jerry Luewicz, SD 
Jerome Lulewicz, SD
Robert Lutz, MT
Patrick Lyons, SD
Duayne Madl, KS
Royce Madsen, SD
Harvey Malon, SD
Terry Mayes, SD
Pat McGarry, SD
Leigh McMasters, SD
Loyal Messerschmidt, SD
Larry Mette, SD
Bill Meyers, SD
Gerald Mohs, ND
Mel Morris, SD
William Mudd, KY
Karlton Nagel, NE 
Karlton Nagel, NE 
Norm Neilan, SD
Gerald Nelson, MN
Jeff Olson, SD
Maurice Olsen, SD
Larry O’Reilly, MO
Gary Palmer, SD
CJ Pete Pedersen, NC
Ron Pesek, SD
Peter Prokop, MI

Thomas Raney, KS
Timothy Raver, WY
Tom Roberts, SD
Daniel Roach, SD 
Troy Ryan, MN
Arnold Sattler, SD
Donald Sattler, SD
Carey Schave, SD
Chuck & Ginger Scalet, SD
Bob Schluter, MN
Bruce Schuerenbrand, CA
David Schubauer, SD 
Terry Schupp, AZ
Steven Shoemaker, NE
John Simpson, SD
William Slabich, IL
Keith Smith, SD
Vic Toscana, SD
Curt Tesch, SD
Paul Vinatieri, SD
Gary Wald, SD
Harvey Welch, IL
Stephen J Wheeler, SD
Winter Brothers 
Underground, SD
Brian Wiswall, SD
Jerry Worsham, WA 

Level II Deer $100-$249

These tax-deductible contributions will speak volumes for the future of the SDWF’s Wildlife Legacy Council! Please consider your donation today.
Names in ITALICS indicate that the Legacy Member has made their 2008 contribution to the SDWF Wildlife Legacy Council.
Names in ARIAL indicate that the Legacy Member has made their 2009 contribution to the SDWF Wildlife Legacy Council.

Kenneth Schroeder Jr., SD
Gary Seeley, KS
Craig Stadtfeld, SD
Marlin Stammer, CA
Dave Wilms, CA
Yankton Area Pheasants 

Forever, SD

29-90 Sportsmen’s Club, SD
Steve Block, WA
Dave Eisenbeisz, CO
Thomas Flesher III, OK
Kenneth Halstrom, SD
Eric Johnson, MN

Level III Elk $250-$499
Virgil Johnson, SD
James Juckette, MO
Frank Kocvara, NV
Karl O. Lee, SD
Jim Lemonds, SD
Herb McClellan, SD

Jan Nicolay, SD      
Jeffrey G Olson, SD      
Pheasants Forever Northern 

Oahe Chapter
Timothy Rainey, MN 
Max & Stephanie 
 Sandlin, SD      

Black Hills Sportsmens 
Club

Ken Greenwood, OK

Level IV Buffalo $500-$999
Max & Stephanie Sandlin, SD
Sportsman’s Club of 

Brown Co.

SD Walleyes Unlimited, SD
Roger Steinberg, MN
James Worden, CA

Andrew Anderson, GA
Beadle Co. 
 Sportsmans Club

Level V Eagle - $1000 and above
John W. Chapman, PA
Dakota Sportsmen 

Inc., SD

Richard Dillon, MN
High Plains Wildlife, SD
Kenneth Michalek, WA
Steven Roberts, MN

Republic National 
Distributing Company, SD
SD Chapter of NWTF, SD

Add $5.00 per order for shipping, handling and tax.
SPECIAL BONUS: When you purchase (3) prints, 

receive a print of your choice for FREE.

Print Size 14” x 12”
___Evening Flight ($15.00)

___Mule Deer ($15.00)
___White Tail ($15.00)

___Looking Back ($15.00)
___Prairie Chicken ($15.00)

___Partridge ($15.00)
___Sharptail ($15.00)

___Deep Snow ($15.00)
___Black Hills Royal ($15.00)

Print Size 17” x 20”
___Open Plains ($15.00)
___Spring Ritual ($15.00)

___Solitude ($15.00)
___On The Rocks ($15.00)
___Oahe Lunkers ($15.00)

___Walleyes ($15.00)

Print Size 20” x 24”
___Tatanka ($49.95)

___Prairie Chicken ($5.00)

Belt Buckles
___Open Plains ($6.00)
___Spring Ritual ($6.00)

Gear
___SDWF Gear Bag, Single Boot ($100.00)

___Double Boot Bag ($115.00)
___3-D Cell Aluminum Flashlight ($22.00)

___16 oz. Stainless steel glass ($9.95)
___14 oz. stainless steel coffee mug ($9.95)

Ornaments/Fan Pulls
___#745-12” Pheasant Oval (black) ($17.00)

___#753-B-Elk (rust) ($6.00)
___#754-B-Deer (rust) ($6.00)

___#752-B-Moose (rust) ($6.00)
___#756-B-Pheasant (rust)($6.00)

___#755-B-Bear (rust) ($6.00)

Candles
___#757-Buck Candlewrap (black) ($19.00)

___#462-SD Pheasant Candle Centerpiece ($27.00)
___#458-Pheasant Candle Centerpiece ($27.00)

Gifts
___#179MB-Pheasant Hunt Mailbox Topper ($16.00)

___#586K-Pheasant Keyhook($16.00)
___#702-Pheasant Napkin Holder (copper vein) ($17.00)

Name _____________________________________

Address ___________________________________

City________________________State__________ 
Zip_________-_________
Daytime Phone: (____)_______________
Amount Enclosed: $ _________________________

Method of payment:
____Check or Money Order (payable to SDWF)
____Visa/Mastercard 
Card Number: ______________________________
Exp.: _____________________________________

Check your selections below. Mail completed order 
form and method of payment to: SDWF, PO Box 
7075, Pierre, SD 57501. If you have any questions, 
please call Chris Hesla, Executive Director at (605) 
224-7524.
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“We had some public 
areas that hunters just 
couldn’t get to because 
of wet roads.”

Pheasant Season Begins With 
Sunshine and Crops in The Field

Mother Nature decided give pheasant hunters some 
sunshine for  the 2009 South Dakota pheasant opener, 
but that doesn’t necessarily mean blue skies for those 
chasing roosters. 

Although hunters saw beautiful weather, the remnants 
of two weeks of gray skies and rain across the pheas-
ant belt left hunters limited to where they could chase 
wily roosters. 

Scott Lindgren, South Dakota Game Fish and Parks 
Region 3 Game Manager from Watertown agreed that 
weather had a big part in hunter success and hunter 
access.  “Our hunter numbers were down quite a bit,” 
Lindgren said.  “I could contribute it to a huge majority 
of the crops still being out in the fields.  We are way 
behind in getting any of our major crops out, and I 
think hunters realize that.” 

Lindgren did report that hunters in Edmunds and 
McPherson Counties averaged a bird and a half each.  
Hunters in other parts of the state were down around 
a half a bird per hunter, but found success in CRP, 
sloughs, food plots and tree belts. 

Lindgren was happy to 
report that there were no 
hunting accidents and 
very few hunting viola-
tions. 

In the Southeast part of 
the state, GFP Region 
4 Game Manager Ron 
Schauer reported low 
hunting activity.   

“The sun shining was 
the best part of the day,” 
Schauer said.  “I think 
people were leery of the 
weather and that kept 
some people home.  We 
probably have 95% of our 
crops still in the ground,  
but the hunters that hung 
in there and hunted the 
later part of the day did 
pretty well.  They prob-
ably averaged around a 
bird and a half each.” 

Schauer said that Mother 
Nature left some hunters 
stranded.  

“We had some public 
areas that hunters just 
couldn’t get to because 
of wet roads.” 

Schauer reported four 
accidents in his region.  
An Aurora County hunter 
was struck in the face by 
four pellets, but the ac-

cident was not regarded as life threatening. 

Hunters in the central portion of South Dakota saw the 
best success, with hunters averaging  about two birds 
each, said Andy Lindbloom, Region 4 Game Manager 
for South Dakota GFP. 

“I think the weather had a lot to do with it,” Lindbloom 
said.  “We haven’t seen much of the sun in the past ten 
days.   Hunters like sunshine and so do the birds.” 

Lindbloom reported nine violations in the central part 
of the state, most relating to road hunters and trespass-
ing.  Lindbloom also reported high hunter numbers and 
a positive hunter attitude. 

“Hunters realize that crops in the ground can lead to 
tough hunting, but we still have great bird numbers 
and the hunters who hunt hard are getting their birds,” 
said Lindbloom. 

Schauer, Lindbloom  and Lindgren all reported hunter 
satisfaction as high. 

“Opening weekend hunters are here for friendship, fun 
and memories,” said Lindgren.  
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Name
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2010 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s
21 Gun Giveaway

$20 each

  1. Remington 700 ADL .270.
  2. Remington Super Mag 12 ga.
  3. Bennelli Nova 20 ga.
  4. Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo .22
  5. Ruger 77R 25.06
  6. Remington 870 Express 12 ga.
  7. Ruger 77R 25.06
  8. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
  9. Bennelli Nova 20 ga.
10. Remington Exp. Super Mag. 12 ga.
11. Ruger 77R 25.06
12. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
13. Remington BDL .22-250
14. Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo .22
15. Remington 870 Exp. 20 ga.
16. Ruger 77R .338
17. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
18. Bennelli Nova 20 ga.
19. Remington 870 Exp. 12 ga.
20. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
21. Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo .22

♦ One gun will be awarded for each
100 tickets sold.

♦ 21 guns will be awarded if 2,100 or more
tickets are sold.

♦ SDWF reserves the right to offer a cash
settlement or substitute a gun of equal or
greater value.

*Drawing to be held at
Spring Board Meeting, May , 2010.

Void where prohibited by law. Your presence
or contribution not necessary to win.

SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-7524 • www.sdwf.org

2009/2010 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s
Custer State Park Buffalo Shoot

$10 each or 3 for $25

Winner’s Choice Of:
♦  A guided buffalo shoot during the 2010

Fall Season. Rifle or bow allowed for
the shoot.

♦  A cash prize of $1,500.

•  This is a guided shoot in Custer State
Park located in southwestern South
Dakota.

•  These bulls average two years old.
*Drawing to be held at

Annual Convention, August 2010.
Void where prohibited by law. Your presence
or contribution not necessary to win.

SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-7524 • www.sdwf.org

1 Year Membership @ $20 Total $ ______
1 Buffalo Shoot Ticket @ $10 Total $ ______
3 Buffalo Shoot Tickets @ $25 Total $ ______
21 Gun Giveaway Ticket @ $20 ea. Total $ ______
6 Buffalo Shoot Tickets and Membership @ $45 Total $ ______
6 Buffalo Shoot Tickets and 3 – 21 Gun Tickets @ $90 Total $ ______
6 Buffalo Shoot Tickets, 3 – 21 Gun Tickets
                                 and Membership @ $100 Total $ ______

Total $ ______
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Here are a few thoughts about my recent experience with 
Elk hunting in our great State of South Dakota.
The opportunity for the average sportsman(woman) to 
have a special experience to hunt Elk is very unique 
in South Dakota.  The non-landowner odds of getting 
a license are very challenging, some waiting for years 
hoping to get  the draw and some never being success-
ful.  This year, after nine years, I was lucky to get that 
cherished rifle Elk tag for any elk in Unit 2 of the Black 
Hills.   For the better part of 26 days I was in the field 
looking for, attempting to corner, get that shot at the 
“monster elk” .  There were plenty of passed shots on 
lesser 5 x 5s and much time spent tracking the two big-

Letter to the Editor:
gest elk I had seen in the Hills.   At times son Matt and 
I were within 15 yards of 80 cow herds with no bull of 
acceptable size.   Weather, early hunting conditions etc 
all played a role in this wonderful adventure taking 26 
days.   Most of my hunting was alone-up at 4:30 am 
and back at 8:00 pm.  Seemed a little like the movie 
“groundhog day.”  
In the end, I did not shoot the big one but had that spe-
cial experience of being in the woods and mountains of 
South Dakota on a quest so many seek.  It was a great 
personal experience which really had less to do with 
success of finding the monster Bull and getting the shot 
of of a lifetime but more with the opportunity provided 
by a lucky draw from the hat to pursue the monster Bull.  
Saw him twice.  He is still out there for someone else to 
chase in their dreams and hopefully for another sports-
men to have the chance to pursue their quest.    Get out 
of the truck, walk the ridges, and share in the glory of 
nature.  A  love of the outdoors and the opportunity of fair 
chase pursuit mentored for so many years by my father 
Ellsworth Brown.   The quest was great, the opportunity 
special and my commitment to supporting public access 
for the average sportsman to pursue his or her dream hunt 
opportunity remains rock steadfast.
Hopefully, next year you will have the opportunity to 
experience South Dakota and Elk hunting as I did this 
year.  Maybe the luck of the draw will fall your way.   As 
dedicated sportsmen and women we know that our South 
Dakota outdoors heritage and legacy is much more about 
the opportunity and access while much less about shoot-
ing the monster bull. 
Have a great day and become a South Dakota Parks and 
Wildlife Foundation “Friend of Parks and Wildlife.
Dick Brown, is a retired retirement planner, ex State 
Representative from the Sioux Falls area, former GF&P 
Commissioner and now lives in Custer, SD and works 
with his wife Sue, to raise funds for the South Dakota 
Parks Foundation

South Dakota man 
patiently waits nine 
years for his chance 

to hunt an elk.

“We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us.  When we see 

land as a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.”  

From A Sand County Almanac by Aldo Leopold 

“A vote is like a rifle: its usefulness depends upon the character of the user.”  

Theodore Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 1913


